Contributions of fluid convection and electrical migration to transport in cartilage: relevance to loading.
We have studied the contributions of diffusion, fluid flow and electrical migration to molecular transport through adult articular cartilage explants using neutral and charged solutes that were either radiolabeled (3H2O, [35S]sulfate, [3H]thymidine, [3H]raffinose, and a synthetic matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor) or fluorescently tagged (NSPA and Lissamine-dextran). In order to induce fluid flow within the cartilage matrix without mechanical deformation, electric current densities were applied across cartilage disks. These currents produced electroosmotic fluid velocities of 1-2 microns/s, magnitudes that have been reported to exist during joint loading in vivo. This fluid convection enhanced neutral solute flux relative to passive diffusion alone by a factor that increased with the size of the solute. While the enhancement factor for 3H2O was 2.3-fold, that for [3H]raffinose (594 Da) and similar sized neutral solutes was 10-fold, suggesting that the effect of fluid flow is important even for small solutes. The largest enhancement (25-fold) was seen for the neutral 10-kDa Lissamine-dextran, confirming that fluid convection is most important for large solutes. We also studied the electrophoretic contribution to solute flux, which is relevant to the presence of intratissue streaming potentials induced during loading in vivo. Using the negatively charged [35S]sulfate ion with a range of current densities, as much as a 10-fold enhancement in flux was observed. Values for the intrinsic transport properties of the solutes (e.g., diffusivity, electrical mobility, hydrodynamic hindrance factor) can be obtained from the data.